
 Thailand 

    Amid political crisis, a deep social 
divide, and the uncertainty of royal 
succession, Thailand ’ s Internet has 
become a contested terrain of various 
political views and movements. While 
the government has employed both 
legal and technological means to 
censor, fi lter, and control Internet 
content and communication, service 
providers and users resort to interme-
diary censorship and self-censorship, 
and dissidents resist the control, using evasion and circumvention tools and 
campaigning for freedom and transparency. L è se-majest é , a deep-seated tradition 
in Thai society, has become a tool for clamping down on dissenting opinion and 
a basis for many online users to integrate state control into their own cyber 
behavior as they participate voluntarily in the surveillance and censorship of the 
Internet. 
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 Background 

 Thai politics, long famous for coups and military dominance, shifted course in 2001 
with the emergence of a single-party civilian government led by Prime Minister Thaksin 
Shinawatra and his Thai Rak Thai (TRT) Party. The TRT Party won landslide victories 
in two general elections in 2001 and 2005, becoming the second party in 73 years to 
form a single-party government. Thaksin, a former telecommunications tycoon who 
made his fortune from monopoly government concessions, was also the fi rst prime 
minister to have completed a full four-year term in offi ce. Despite his popularity, 
Thaksin is widely criticized for his authoritarian traits, outspokenness, and confl ict of 
interest over his family business — Shin Corporation. A deal to sell a major stake in 
Shin Corporation to an investment fi rm owned by the Singaporean government mobi-
lized a large number of the urban middle class to rally for Thaksin ’ s resignation,  1   
culminating in the formation of a royalist anti-Thaksin movement called the People ’ s 
Alliance for Democracy (PAD), or the  “ yellow shirts. ”  This public anger and protest 
was a prelude to the military coup that toppled Thaksin on September 19, 2006.  2   

 Years of political turmoil followed the coup, and Thailand ’ s political situation 
remains volatile. The rift between the United Front for Democracy against Dictatorship 
(UDD), or the  “ red shirts, ”  which supports the ousted Thaksin, and the Yellow Shirts 
has deepened into a social divide. The opposing forces have become a refl ection of 
the clash between an urban middle class on one side and the rural poor on the other.  3   
Demands by the UDD for fresh elections resulted in a series of protests in Bangkok, 

  KEY INDICATORS 

 GDP per capita, PPP (constant 2005 international dollars)  7,258 

 Life expectancy at birth, total (years)  63 

 Literacy rate, adult total (percent of people age 15+)  64.9 

 Human Development Index (out of 169)  92 

 Rule of Law (out of 5)  1.6 

 Voice and Accountability (out of 5)  1.5 

 Democracy Index (out of 167)  57 (Flawed democracy) 

 Digital Opportunity Index (out of 181)  151 

 Internet penetration rate (percentage of population)  25.8 

      Source by indicator : World Bank 2009, World Bank 2008a, World Bank 2008b, UNDP 2010, World Bank 

Worldwide Governance Indicators 2009, Economist Intelligence Unit 2010, ITU 2007, ITU 2009. See 
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with most of the protestors coming from outside the city. During April and May 2010, 
the demonstrations erupted into violence when military crackdowns were launched 
in order to disperse the antigovernment protestors.  4   Up to 90 people were killed and 
almost 2,000 were injured in the political mayhem that gripped the country between 
March 12 and May 19, 2010.  5   During the political unrest, the government issued a 
State of Emergency Decree on April 8, 2010, to block 36 Web sites that primarily had 
content sympathetic to the red shirts.  6   In addition to this state-sanctioned censorship, 
the Internet community in Thailand also appears to censor itself. 

 Internet in Thailand 

 The number of Internet users in Thailand has increased exponentially from 2.3 million 
in 2000 to 18.3 million in 2009,  7   resulting in an estimated penetration rate of 25.8 
percent in 2009.  8   In 2010 international bandwidth for the entire country was 156,680 
Mbps, while domestic bandwidth was 721,217 Mbps.  9   Nearly half of all Internet users 
are between 20 and 29 years old. Nearly half, 46.8 percent, of users access the Internet 
in educational institutions, 33.4 percent at home, and 29 percent at work.  10   Fifty-fi ve 
percent of Internet users are concentrated in Bangkok and the greater Bangkok area.  11   
Of these users, 43.5 percent access the Internet through broadband.  12   

 According to the data from the National Electronics and Computer Technology 
Center (NECTEC), Thailand has six international Internet gateways (IIGs), which also 
serve as national Internet exchanges.  13   There are about 20 Internet service providers 
(ISPs) that are active and carrying Internet traffi c. In 2010, TOTNET, TRUE, and 3BB 
dominated the market, holding market shares of 40.24 percent, 29.79 percent, and 
25.60, respectively.  14   Half the operating ISPs are semiconcessionaires with 35 percent 
of their shares held by default by CAT Telecom,  15   a corporatized state enterprise and a 
long-standing international carrier monopoly.  16   The remaining ISPs are new operators 
that emerged as a result of the telecommunications reform following the establish-
ment in 2004 of the National Telecommunications Commission (NTC), the country ’ s 
fi rst independent regulator of telecommunications. The commission has been issuing 
licenses for telecommunications services and Internet services since 2005. So far, a 
total of 130 licenses have been issued for telecommunications services, and 132 for 
Internet.  17   These fi gures refl ect a two-tiered structure of Internet regulation. On one 
side, there are the prereform semiconcessionaires that are highly liable to CAT 
Telecom, which answers directly to the Ministry of Information and Communica-
tions Technology (MICT). On the other side, there are the postreform ISPs that 
operate under licenses issued from the NTC. This structure leads to somewhat of a 
double standard in Internet regulation and fi ltering. 

 The government has established the Government Information Network (GIN) to 
promote the level of information communication technology (ICT) employed in its 
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agencies ranging from ministry level to department level. The main objective of this 
network is to create an e-government, which will pave the way for a government 
Internet gateway solely for state agencies.  18   

 The top three most popular Web sites are sanook.com, kapook.com, and mthai.
com, all of which are Web portals.  19   Thai users ’  primary purposes for accessing the 
Internet are to seek news and information (29.7 percent), to send e-mails (21.9 
percent), and to engage in e-learning (8 percent).  20   The number of users accessing 
social networking Web sites has steadily increased. Within a span of nine months in 
2010, the number of Facebook users in Thailand more than doubled from 2 million 
in January to more than 5 million in September.  21   The sharp increase in use and growth 
of awareness about Facebook can be attributed to the political crisis in March to May 
2010. The extensive media censorship enforced under emergency decree triggered 
political discourse to move to the highly interactive and participatory platform. Given 
Facebook ’ s recent announcement of 500 million active users worldwide,  22   this means 
that Thailand now accounts for more than 1 percent of the total active Facebook 
population worldwide. 

 Legal and Regulatory Frameworks 

 The MICT is responsible for ICT policy and oversight across the country. The second 
ICT master plan (2009 – 2013) aims to provide countrywide broadband, the so-called 
National Broadband Policy.  23   This is a part of the ICT Scheme 2020, which was drafted 
as a framework to develop the national ICT infrastructure. One of the main objectives 
of the master plan is to increase broadband Internet access to 80 percent of the popu-
lation by 2015.  24   

 The NTC is the country ’ s telecommunications regulatory authority. Apart from its 
main responsibility in managing radio and telecommunication frequencies, the NTC 
also has the authority to grant licenses for Internet service, international Internet 
gateways, and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service. 

 An Internet fi ltering regime began in Thailand in 2002 with the establishment of 
a fi ltering unit within the MICT called the Cyber Inspector. The Cyber Inspector 
focused its fi ltering activity on issues such as pornography, negative comments about 
the monarchy, gambling, terrorism, and separatist movements.  25   However, its exis-
tence and role were widely questioned by the public because of a lack of legal grounds 
for fi ltering. The legalization of Internet fi ltering began in 2007 with the enactment 
of the controversial Computer Crime Act. This law was the fi rst to be passed during 
the interim legislature appointed by the military junta. Apart from carrying broad-
based provisions on content regulation, a tradition quite unusual for cybercrime law, 
this relatively new law also allows competent offi cials (who are appointed by the 
minister of ICT) to apply for court orders to seize computer equipment and to block 
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Web sites.  26   Furthermore, since 2008, an automatic URL fi ltering system has been 
installed at IIGs under CAT Telecom to fi lter objectionable materials, with l è se-majest é  
content being the prime target.  27   

 L è se-majest é , which refers to punishment for any negative public remarks about 
the monarchy, is strongly enforced in Thailand. The Thai criminal code specifi es that 
whoever  “ defames, insults or threatens the King, Queen, the heir-apparent or the 
Regent ”  can be jailed for three to 15 years.  28   Although l è se-majest é  was not included 
as a deterrent to Internet content in the law, it was incorporated under the broad 
provision of national security because the Thai nation-state is understood to rest on 
three pillars — the nation, the Buddhist religion, and the monarchy.  29   For this reason 
and because of the social divide between supporters of the monarchy and supporters 
of Thaksin Shinawatra, l è se-majest é  has been increasingly invoked to censor Web sites. 
According to recent research, there was one court order to block two URLs in 2007, 
whereas in 2008 there were 13 court orders to block 2,071 URLs.  30   There were 64 orders 
in 2009 resulting in 28,705 Web sites ordered blocked. The number of Web sites 
ordered to be blocked rose to 43,908 in 2010.  31   Within three years after the enforce-
ment of the Computer Crime Act, there have been 117 court orders to block access 
to 74,686 URLs.  32   Given the far-reaching power of this act, there is increasing evidence 
that this law is being employed as a political tool.  33   

 A recent notable case of l è se-majest é  being used to prosecute individuals for online 
actions is that of Chiranuch Premchaiporn, Web master of the popular online news 
portal Prachatai. Chiranuch was fi rst charged in March 2009 under Section 15 of the 
Computer-Related Offenses act for intermediary liability or consent/negligence of 
operators for offenses to be committed. These charges were brought down because 
of alleged l è se-majest é  comments posted on the Prachatai forum by users, which 
Chiranuch claims were removed immediately following the fi rst notice from police. 
In September 2010, she was arrested and served new charges following reentry into 
Thailand after attending a Google-sponsored conference on Internet liberty. These 
further charges included l è se-majest é  offenses for publishing an interview on Pracha-
tai with a Thai man who was arrested and charged with l è se-majest é  for refusing to 
stand during the royal anthem in a cinema.  34   A trial started in February 2011, with 
a verdict expected in April 2011. Chiranuch faces ten separate charges, each of which 
carries a maximum sentence of fi ve years in jail. This case is a stark example of Thai 
legislation used to prosecute individuals for intermediary liability for l è se-majest é  
content and has raised concerns for freedom of expression in communities across 
the world.  35   

 To bypass Internet censorship, many activists and dissidents use anonymizers and 
circumvention software.  36   With the recent enforcement of the State of Emergency 
Decree, online users and online service providers (OSPs) also self-censor or strictly 
monitor content to avoid prosecution under the Computer Crime Act. Public 
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education and campaigns against the government ’ s Internet control have also been 
carried out, mostly by the so-called Thai Netizen Network (TNN), a relatively new local 
nongovernmental organization (NGO) that advocates for Internet freedom. Increas-
ingly, TNN has become allied with several international NGOs concerned with media 
freedom, including Freedom House and the Electronic Frontier Foundation. 

 Surveillance 

 Without an explicit privacy law in place, several data surveillance schemes have been 
administered since at least 1981 in Thailand without adequate legal safeguards, includ-
ing the computerized and online civil registration system, a microchip national ID 
card system, a computerized criminal records database system, and surveillance 
cameras in public areas.  37   However, the public generally views these systems as part 
of the long-standing civil registration system and data infrastructure and not as sur-
veillance schemes. For online surveillance, state-controlled IIGs and ISPs have been 
instructed to look into interactive communication in online forums hosted under their 
networks, focusing on l è se-majest é  speech, and to give a 30-minute time frame for 
taking down such content. While the new surveillance scheme is not public knowl-
edge, members of the public are unlikely to object to it, since fi ltering is rationalized 
on the grounds of l è se-majest é . More technologically savvy dissidents and civic workers 
have evaded the surveillance by relocating to host services overseas and by using 
circumvention software. 

 In a recent example of cybercrime law enforcement, local Internet advocates and 
media for the fi rst time posited privacy rights as being undermined by law enforcers ’  
zeal to track and crack down on sources of rumors surrounding the king ’ s ailing condi-
tion.  38   This development followed the arrest of two suspects who posted the  “ prob-
lematic information (about the king) ”  in two popular online forums.  39   Prompted by 
this incident, the Department of Special Investigation (DSI) reportedly sought court 
orders to look into the e-mail communication of all the people who had posted on 
related topics on the two forums.  40   

 Many Internet users also participate in online surveillance of l è se-majest é . For 
instance, a fan page called Social Sanction was developed for reporting l è se-majest é  
comments posted on Facebook.  41   A teenage girl was socially reprimanded after her 
damaging posts on the king were publicized on the Social Sanction page. Her admis-
sion to a prestigious university was denied on grounds of social misconduct, stemming 
from her  “ problematic ”  online speech.  42   

 Although there is no comprehensive national law that addresses privacy in Thai-
land, there is a constitutional guarantee for the right to privacy in the section on 
protection of rights and liberties of citizens in the current constitution of 2007. Exist-
ing laws contain no direct stipulations about violation of  “ privacy ”  per se.  43   There is 
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a section in the Freedom of Offi cial Information Law (passed in 1997) that addresses 
protection of personal data kept in government fi les.  44   

 A draft data protection law has been in existence since 1996 but has yet to mate-
rialize. In the latest development, in October 2009, the Cabinet agreed in principle to 
forward the draft law for Parliament reading.  45   The next step will be to appoint com-
missioners for the reading of the draft law. However, with other legislative priorities 
and inherent political instability, the draft law was sidestepped and has not yet made 
it to the legislative agenda. 

 Meanwhile, the new Cybercrime Law passed in 2007 has delegated full authority 
to state offi cials in surveillance, censorship, and control of Internet information and 
communication. For instance, Section 18 of this law authorized designated competent 
offi cials to do the following: 

  •    Summon an alleged party to appear, report to, or send documents, information, or 
evidence. 
  •    Request computer-based traffi c information and other information that concerns 
Internet users from service providers and parties involved. 
  •    Duplicate computer information and computer-based traffi c information. 
  •    Decrypt, censor, and access computer systems, computer information, computer-
based traffi c information, or equipment used to store computer information. 
  •    Confi scate or  “ freeze ”  any computer system.  46   

 The 2007 Computer Crime Act required all service providers — ISPs, OSPs, Web masters, 
Web moderators, and Internet caf é s — to keep a log fi le of their users including IP 
addresses for 90 days.  47   This requirement necessitated setting up an identifi cation and 
authentication clearance system for users as a condition for accessing the Internet — in 
other words, a surveillance system operated by service providers. 

 Findings from a series of focus groups on surveillance and privacy conducted in 
Bangkok found that there is a disparity with regard to public perception and knowl-
edge of information privacy between different socioeconomic classes.  48   Those from 
the upper socioeconomic strata are generally more concerned with privacy rights and 
threats from personal data collection and use, and possess a greater understanding of 
information privacy, while those from a lower socioeconomic background tend to be 
less concerned with surveillance practices because they do not see privacy as being a 
part of their basic needs; rather, they are more concerned with making ends meet. The 
latter were also found to be less likely to challenge surveillance practices because they 
have less knowledge of surveillance technologies and a feeling of general powerless-
ness vis- à -vis the state.  49   

 In recent years, new Internet applications such as social networking Web sites 
have emerged as popular communication tools among the younger generations in 
Thailand. Parallel to the emergence of such applications is the rise of new privacy 
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challenges — for instance, the unintended consequences of posting sensitive personal 
information and confusion over privacy settings. While Thailand ranks in the top 20 
fastest-growing user countries for Facebook, little awareness has been raised about the 
privacy implications of these popular applications. 

 There is a dearth of advocacy work in Thai civil society when it comes to privacy. 
Local NGOs working in the areas of information and communication are mainly 
focused on freedom of expression, freedom of information, consumer protection, 
intellectual property, and access rights. However, there is no identifi able civic entity 
whose main focus is privacy. The last time a privacy issue emerged at a public level, 
it was advocated by a consumer-protection NGO that viewed the mass texting of 
greeting messages from the then-incoming Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva to all 
mobile phone users as a violation of privacy.  50   

 ONI Testing Results 

 OpenNet Initiative conducted testing between April and May 2010 following Thai-
land ’ s State of Emergency Decree invoked on April 8, 2010. Testing was conducted on 
two major Thai ISPs: TRUE and TOTNET. Results indicate that these ISPs primarily 
block content related to political opposition sites, pornography, gambling, and cir-
cumvention tools. A central focus of this blocking is on political content related to 
the red shirts and Thai-language content. 

 Testing by ONI on the 36 Web sites ordered blocked determined that neither TRUE 
nor TOTNET fi ltered the entirety of the Thai government ’ s block list. TOTNET blocked 
only ten URLs from the list, and TOTNET fi ltered this same set and an additional 13 
for a total of 23 URLs. The sites found blocked included pro – red shirt Web sites ( http://
thaipeoplevoice.org ,  http://sunshine.redthai.org , and  http://xat.com/uddtoday ) and 
news sites that provided updates on the unrest ( http://prachatai.com  and  http://
thaipeoplevoice.org ). Pages on social media Web sites used by the red shirts to dis-
seminate messages and organize demonstrations were also blocked on both ISPs, 
including the presence of the United Front for Democracy and Dictatorship on 
Twitter ( http://twitter.com/uddtoday ), Facebook ( http://facebook.com/note.php?note
_id=344691628328 ), and Ning ( http://uddtoday.ning.com ). Web sites belonging to the 
anticoup site ( http://19sep.com ) and the Patani United Liberation Organization 
( http://puloinfo.net ) that were blocked in 2007 were found accessible in 2010 testing. 

 Technical analysis of the data from TRUE and TOTNET found that fi ltering was 
implemented similarly by both ISPs. Consistent with past ONI fi ndings, when users 
on TRUE and TOTNET attempt to access blocked content they are redirected to an 
MICT block page. TRUE ’ s block page notifi ed users that the content was blocked by 
order of the emergency decree, whereas TOTNET ’ s block page did not. 
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 While both ISPs similarly implemented fi ltering, ONI found that fi ltering was 
inconsistent between them, and that the overall level of fi ltering on TOTNET was 
greater than that of TRUE in all categories where fi ltering was found. For instance, 
TOTNET blocked circumvention tools and anonymous proxy sites (e.g.,  http://proxify
.com ,  http://anonymouse.com ) and the online gambling Web site  http://gamebookers
.net , whereas TRUE did not. Testing results also show that the blocking of pornography 
remains inconsistent and observed a slight increase in the number of English-language 
pornography sites blocked. No Thai-related pornography sites were found blocked. 
The site  http://sex.com  was the only pornographic content from 2007 that continues 
to be blocked. 

 These overall results are consistent with fi ndings from 2007 testing and show that 
fi ltering continues to be inconsistently practiced in Thailand and that government 
block lists are not uniformly implemented across ISPs. 

 Conclusion 

 As a result of highly volatile conditions and the politicization of online communica-
tion, Internet control in Thailand in the post-2006-coup period features a combination 
of approaches — technical, legal, and social. Conventional ISP-level fi ltering, based on 
state-mandated block lists, has been complemented by automatic URL fi ltering at the 
IIG level as well as fi ltering at other points in the network, particularly at the OSP 
level. Due to the enforcement of the new cybercrime law, which imposes severe inter-
mediary liability, OSPs have emerged as important chokers for censorship, since they 
host social networking services, blogs, and online political forums — all of which con-
stitute the much-needed public sphere in the climate of otherwise suppressed speech. 
Apart from fi ltering out problematic content and denying hosting space to politically 
risky content providers, OSPs also construct an identifi cation clearance system to 
enable surveillance of users and potential rule breakers. 

 In addition to the new Cybercrime Law, which legalizes Internet blocking through 
court orders and helps enforce other fi ltering mechanisms, two other laws contribute 
directly to the new regime of Internet control: the State of Emergency Decree and 
l è se-majest é  laws. While the former made censorship seem inevitable in the face of 
crisis, the latter, as an entrenched social norm, helped justify it. What is more alarm-
ing is how members of online communities engaged in cyber witch-hunting using 
l è se-majest é  as a powerful rationale to publicly condemn and reprimand those who 
represent dissenting opinions. 

 Such controlling schemes have not only created a chilling effect in cyberspace as 
users and service providers resort to self-censorship and intermediary censorship, 
but have also given rise to struggles and resistance. More technologically capable 
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dissidents have evaded the control using anonymizers and circumvention tools, while 
civic organizations advocating for online freedom of expression have introduced 
public education and regularly campaign against government Internet control, allied 
with international NGOs advocating on similar issues. 
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